The article examines the problems of the modern print media in the context of intercultural and intergenerational dialogue. The article analyzes the current scientific literature and the opinions of leading experts expressed in the media on this issue. Large periodicals, as well as student newspapers, are faced with a lack of funding, their materials are not creatively different, and so they are losing their audience. How can the print media survive the competition with the digital media? This publication explores the solutions to these problems. Special attention is paid to the transformation of the university (student) press on the example of the Moscow Pedagogical State University newspaper "Pedagogical University". The publication serves as a link between different generations, timely notifying students and staff of the most significant events at the University and beyond. The editorial staff strives to make each issue of the newspaper suitable for a wide audience. The necessary approaches to the study of the student media problems are identified, recommendations are given for improving the work of editors.
Introduction
Student media has always paid great attention to the educational development of future generations. It is extremely important to form common cultural values, ideals and world views of the students. In recent years, little attention has been paid to the development of political and economic culture, ethical and aesthetic education.
The basic principles and ideas concerning the education of youth have already been identified, and researchers pay great attention to them, for example, in the works by [1] , [2] student media were quite important in the post-literacy era to attract young people to read and create content [3] . 4th СTPE 2019 media focuses on the design of the publication and its illustrative content. Most media do not meet these criteria, as well as the university press. From the point of view of the socio-cultural impact on students, the important functions of university media are the following: informational, educational, communicative, entertaining, pedagogical and patriotic. They provide the audience with useful information, and also contribute to the intellectual development of students.
From the point of view of the socio-cultural impact on the youth, the main functions of student (corporate) media are: informational, educational, communicative, recreational, pedagogical and patriotic. All these functions ensure constant maintenance of highquality and relevant activities of the publication, they allow providing useful information to people and at the same time supporting the intellectual development of students.
The newspaper of the Moscow Pedagogical State University (MPSU)``Pedagogical
University'' is both a corporate and student publication, which is aimed at expanding the positive media scene of MPSU inside and outside the University. The editorial stuff works in close contact with all departments and faculties of MPSU, which contributes to the expansion of the media scene in general and the University media in particular [9] .
The newspaper``Pedagogical University'' is primarily addressed to students who are future teachers and lecturers; it conveys the experience of the faculty members, the best teachers of Moscow and Russia-graduates of MPSU. Such well-known principals and innovators as Sh. Amonashvili, V. Karakovsky, E. Yamburg, S. Boguslavsky and others have repeatedly appeared on the pages of the newspaper. The University media plays a pivotal role in the education and upbringing of students, in the formation of their professional skills, moral principles and patriotism. This is realized by stories about the history of the University, about the activities of its best departments and faculties, about the work of the student council and about the``Pedagogical Debut'' competition. The newspaper regularly covers internships, various cultural and sports events. The pages of the``Pedagogical University'' constantly published some materials about graduates of MPSU, whose teaching activities fully correspond to the modern trends in education. The newspaper also covered the professional achievements of other graduates of MPSU, among which there are some well-known politicians, Olympic Champions, honored teachers-laureates and winners of various professional competitions.
Of particular importance to students is the fact that the authors of this publication are the students themselves and their lecturers are from different faculties. Thus, the newspaper is a kind of a training center for future journalists: students of specialized faculties practice and publish their first articles there. This gives students the opportunity Education [11] .
Here is the article``We are awkward to be afraid of something'' [12] . It is about In the essay``Sergei Solovyov --Architect and Innovator'' [13] , they tell about an outstanding figure in the era of Russian modernism, who made a significant contribution to the formation of the architectural and cultural identity of Moscow and designed the main building of MPSU.
In the interview``My grandfather felt responsibility for everything he created" [14] , Elena Maksimovna Shukhova, great-granddaughter of engineer, Vladimir Grigorievich Shukhov, who designed the atrium in the main building, tells about the history of the Shukhovs, explains what the atrium is and what design it has. Since our atrium is the original``Shukhov's roof'', which in addition to MPSU, is still kept safe in GUM and in the Pushkin Museum. The article was prepared by associate professor N. Bogatyreva.
The newspaper publishes both famous graduates and the University professors. It also has an educational effect on students, as students gain additional knowledge, a desire to achieve their goals, and they can also interview famous people. The newspaper published the interviews with the Olympic champion, MPSU student Elena Dementieva, and with sports commentator Vasily Utkin. Also there were some journalistic essays by 
Newspaper of the University and Quality Content
An important direction of the modern university press is the desire for high-quality journalism, which has absorbed all its traditional features, as well as the implementation of all the basic functions of student (corporate) media. The results of the transformation of the modern university press will provide it with a new level of competitiveness and will attract more readers.
Researchers are currently worried about the future of print media. The invention of the data carrier, the closure of printing houses and printing kiosks, the increase in paper prices, printing and logistics make up the list of problems faced by periodicals.
As a result, newspapers and magazines lose their readership and reduce the number of publications. According to the report of the Union of Print Industry enterprises of December 25, 2018, this figure decreases by 10-15% every six months. The subscription circulation of Russian periodicals was reduced from 1 billion copies in 2013 to 500 million copies in 2017, and at the end of the first half of 2018 to 450 million copies [15] . Many publications, such as``Rossiyskaya Gazeta'',``Moskovsky Komsomolets'',`I zvestia'',``Arguments and Facts'', and``Vedomosti'' adapt to new conditions and create electronic versions. However, for some newspapers and magazines it is very difficult to maintain their market position. According to the data in the report, the number of active print media in Russia was already 52,629, although there were 73,000 a few years ago.`W hen will the newspapers die?''-this is the question that is being raised more and more often in the current situation. Miroshnichenko said [16] .
Other experts in the field of media are more optimistic. They believe that print media has a future. From their point of view, the issue is not the disappearance of newspapers and magazines, but their transformation, the transition to new business models, technologies and formats. In the interview with TASS on the eve of Russian Press Day, editor-in-chief of``Rossiyskaya Gazeta'' Vladislav Fronin stated that``the site is not a mirror of the printed version, but it is not a controversial type of publication'' [17] .
He is convinced that electronic media will not supplant newspapers and magazines.
The leading expert of Rospechat Gennady Kudiy notes the stabilization of the print media market. According to him, there is a process of returning to newspapers and magazines, since the Internet gives out a huge amount of information that people cannot analyze due to lack of time. Kudiy believes that online media cannot provide the reader with a complete worldview.``Reading seven or ten news gives a very brief idea. If you read the newspaper for 20-30 minutes, you get a completely different, more holistic worldview,``the expert said [18] .
The President of the journalism faculty at MSU, Yassen Zassoursky, is convinced that newspapers will never die. In his opinion, information is needed not only in transmission speed, but also in understanding, and this is best done in print publications, since they have a culture of analysis. According to him,``a newspaper is a learning tool'' [4, 5] .
Researchers also pay attention to the problem of media transformation, including the history and genesis of the press [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] .
The future of print media is visible in the corporate and industry press, which remains the most stable segment in the Russian market, which continues to amaze with its stability and growth even amid economic problems. The newspaper``Pedagogical University'', which was analyzed in this article, has been published since the 1920s and seems to be the starting point for many cub reporters. The publication is interesting for teachers, students and applicants, as it tells about the life of the University and all its faculties. Unlike a site, where there is only news information, the newspaper presents various materials: reports, interviews, fiction and journalistic texts, poems and photos.
The publication serves as a link between different generations, timely notifying students and staff of the most significant events at the University and beyond it. The Education won a grant for the development of the``Heritage'' radio programs [38] ;
on the opening of the MPSU Astro-space complex named after S. P. Korolev and the "Physical Living Room" [39] .
The topic of education and science is also covered in the newspaper. In No.15-
16, a report was published on the celebration of the centenary of the 2nd Moscow
State University [40] , a panel discussion was held on the topic``Grades in school: pros and cons'' [41] . No.17-18 published a report summarizing the results of the International Scientific Forum dedicated to the 125th anniversary of the birth of the philosopher and lecturer of MSPI A. F. Losev [42] . The article dedicated to the 100th birthday of painting lecturer M. M. Kukunov is based on the archival letters from students to their teacher [43] ; an interview with V. L. Kabanov, a deputy director of the Institute``Higher School of Education'' about the opening of a new direction``Family Education'' [44] . In No.19-20, a report from the student competition``Peddebyut-2018'' was published [45] .
In 2019, the editors continued to publish materials designed to establish intercultural and intergenerational dialogue, for example, No.1-2 was dedicated to the opening of the Board of Trustees of MPSU and the meeting of the university rector with students [46] . An interview with T. N. Kandaurova, doctor of philology and MPSU professor, who turned 100 in January 2019, was published here [47] . In No.3-4, a panel discussion was 4th СTPE 2019 published on the topic``What is the role of women in the modern world?'' [48] , as well as a series of materials dedicated to the 150th anniversary of the birth of the great mathematician, academician and former director of the University S.A. Chaplygin [49] .
No.5-6 was addressed to applicants, and they were informed about what new areas of study the University offers; interviews were conducted with graduates who had achieved success in their professional field [50] . The reports on the Moscow International Salon of Education [51] , the Grand Opening of the Art Exhibition of Tactile Drawings of deaf and blind artists in the Main building were published in No. 7-8 [52] . On the eve of Victory Day, the newspaper reminded the readers of the acts of courage of the student V. L. Belik [53] and the teacher N. F. Rubtsov [54] during the Great Patriotic War; their monuments are in the hall of the MPSU Main building. There were published notes by S. I. Sheshukov [30] , a literary critic, a MPSU teacher, a publicist and a former prisoner of war. Also, there is an interview about the work of the veteran organization headed by the university professor emeritus M. Yu. Bloch [31] . No.9-10 was traditionally addressed to the MPSU graduates [55] . Also, some reports were published on the presentation of the book by A. F. Kiselev [56] , is a real enthusiast, and before our evening meeting, she and her colleagues spent many hours with seventh-grade students to immerse them in the world of physics.
Results and Discussion
And after that, she had the strength not only to speak, but also to conduct various physical experiments with a six-year-old boy [62] . The newspaper also publishes reports on current events, for example``An Actual Topic in a Media Café'', which is about a discussion in a media cafe on the topic``Political Journalism in the Information War'' [63] . There are several literary works of students who have won professional contests, for example, the story of Ivan Kuznetsov``One by one'' [64] . We also draw attention to the visual component of the newspaper, and for that reason all materials are accompanied by exclusive photos.
For student media, not only the content of the newspaper is important, but also the form of working with the audience. The editorial staff conducts seminars on journalism for students and schoolchildren, thereby attracting new authors and readers. In 2017, the book``In the Mirror of Time: Articles, Interviews, and Essays on People at MPSU (``Pedagogical University'')'' [65] was published, authored by the newspaper staff. Thus, we draw the attention of students to the newspaper materials, and they need to publish unique articles about their fellow students and teachers.
Since 2018, at the Institute of Journalism, Communications and Media Education, MPSU has been hosting a``Media Café''. This is a discussion club for students, organized 
Conclusion
An important direction of the modern university press in the context of intercultural and intergenerational dialogue is the desire for high-quality journalism with all its features, as well as the implementation of all the main functions of student media. The results of the transformation of the modern university press will ensure its access to a new level of development and create the conditions for its improvement.
